ABSTRACT Compared with differential positioning, the measurement noises of observation models in precise point positioning are larger; a good observation model can speed up convergence time. There are already a series of dual-frequency observation models in practice. But whether there is another one that has better performance than existing observation models. Furthermore, whether any two of observation models are equivalent is still a problem which is not solved systematically. The goal of this paper is to exhibit all feasible observation models and demonstrate the equivalence among the models. More specifically, by analyzing all possible clusters, all feasible dual-frequency observation models comprise the basic observation models and their reversible combining observation models. Subsequently, a set of theorems is proposed to systematically demonstrate whether all feasible observation models are equivalent or not. In single epoch, all feasible dual-frequency observation models are equivalent. But for multi-epoch iteration, any two of the reversible observation models are equivalent; any two of the irreversible observation models are unequivalent. Finally, the global positioning system experiments verify the theorems in the actual dual-frequency precise point positioning. In addition, the results show that the measurement noises in the observation models may reflect the performance of observation models, only when the observation models are unequivalent. These theorems are still valid in triple-frequency. Before the performance is evaluated by using the measurement noises in a new triple-frequency model, the equivalence between the model and others should be confirmed by using these theorems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Precise point positioning (PPP) is used to process pseudorange and carrier-phase observation equations of a single receiver by using precise satellite orbit and clock products to determine the coordinate, receiver clock error, troposphere Zenith Path Delay (ZPD), carrier-phase ambiguity or ionospheric delay [1] , [2] . Compared with differential positioning, PPP can not eliminate so many errors, the measurement noises of observation models in PPP are larger, it impacts the convergence time in PPP. To speed up the convergence time with float ambiguity estimation, observation models, which consist of several observation equations, can be processed by differencing or combining.
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In the aspect of differencing observation models, the differencing observation models are differencing between satellites in PPP. Schaffrin and Grafarend documented the equivalence among the single, double, triple-differenced observation equations, and the undifferenced observation equations, if the parameters of observation equations are independent [3] , [4] . After the maturity of the research on differencing observation models and the equivalence among differencing observation models, the research of feasible observation models and equivalence is focused on combining.
In the aspect of combining observation models, an observation model is a linear conbination of Pseudorange (P1, P2) and carrier-phase (L1, L2). Zumberge et al. [1] first realized PPP by using combining observation models. And then Teunissen and Kleusbery proposed the general formula of linear combinations with single receiver, single satellite, and single epoch [5] . Subsequently, Hofmann-Wellenhof and Leick et al. summarized many combining observation models with dual-frequency observation equations, such as the conventional ionosphere-free (CIF), only pseudorange (OP), wide and narrow-lane, and geometry-free combinations [6] , [7] . The geometry-free model can be used for ambiguity resolution instead of positions [8] . Meanwhile, Gao and Shen presented another ionosphere-free model (UofC) where ionosphere is eliminated by pseudorange and carrier-phase in each frequency [9] . The first problem is whether there is another dual-frequency observation model, which has better performance than UC, CIF or UofC.
For the equivalence among combining observation models with dual-frequency observation equations, Xu algebraically pointed out that two observation models are equivalent by using equivalent equations in single epoch, if the transition matrices of observation vector and parameter vector between them are reversible [10] . For instance, Xu and Xu added geometry-only equation into geometry-free model to realize positioning and theoretically proved the geometry-free model with geometry-only equation and wide and narrowlane model are equivalent to UC in single epoch [11] . It lacks equivalence among irreversible observation models. Subsequently, Li et al. pointed out that UofC and UC are equivalent in single epoch by least square solutions using equivalently eliminated observation equations system [12] . In equivalently eliminated observation equations system, nuisance parameters can be eliminated from the observation equations [3] , [11] . But it is not enough to illuminate the equivalence among all feasible observation models in single epoch, such as UC/CIF, UofC/CIF, and CIF/OP. The second problem is whether all feasible observation models are equivalent in single epoch.
In order to obtain a highly accurate solution in the PPP, the estimated solution is based on multiple epoch iteration, the equivalence for multiple epoch iteration may not be so uniform with the equivalence in single epoch. For multiple epoch iteration, Petovello verified that wide and narrow-lane model has same performance with UC by using the data for June 29, 2005 on the roof of the Calgary Center for Innovative Technology (CCIT) on the University of Calgary campus [13] . Shen [14] illustrated that UofC and CIF are not equivalent by using positioning solution on Aug. 15, 2001 from eight Canadian Active Control System (CACS) permanent stations in Canada. And Zhang et al. [15] verified that UC and CIF are not equivalent by processing dualfrequency observations on Oct. 10, 2011 from 10 International Global Positioning System Service (IGS) tracking stations. The equivalence among UC, CIF, and UofC is illustrated by experiment. The results may be led by initial parameters settings. It lacks theoretical demonstration to determine the equivalence among UC, CIF, and UofC. The third and last problem is whether all feasible observation models are equivalent theoretically during multi-epoch iteration.
To solve the above three problems, this paper exhibits all feasible observation models and demonstrates the equivalence among the models. The primary contributions of this paper are summarised as follows: 1) We find that all feasible observation models in dualfrequency comprise UC, CIF, UofC, OP, and their reversible combining observation models. 2) We demonstrate all feasible dual-frequency observation models are equivalent in single epoch, but any two of the reversible observation models are equivalent, any two of the irreversible observation models are unequivalent for multi-epoch iteration. 3) We find the measurement noises in observation model may reflect the performance of observation models, only when the observation models are unequivalent. These theorems are still valid in triple-frequency PPP. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, all feasible dual-frequency observation models are exhibited according to the mathematical formula. Furthermore, a mathematical formula is presented to describe the linear relationship of design matrices between two observation models. Thereafter, the general equivalence criterions based on estimated parameters are presented respectively to determine whether two models are equivalent in single epoch or during multi-epoch iteration. Finally, the numerous experiments with 200 globally distributed reference stations are conducted to verify equivalence criterions in the actual PPP using dualfrequency observations. Meanwhile, some phenomena in the experiments are described and illustrated.
II. ALL FEASIBLE OBSERVATION MODELS
In PPP, all combining observation models are converted from UC so that the linear relationship can be sufficiently described by transition matrix C between observation vectors and transition matrix D between estimated parameter vectors. Discussing whether transition matrices C and D are reversible or not is a method to search all possible combining observation models. In more details, the transition matrix D is subdivided into transition matrices F and G, which are transition matrices of product of wavelength and ambiguities N i and ionospheric delay I 1 respectively, because only N i and I 1 can be combined (the parameter is a combination of two parameters) or invalid (the parameter does not exist) in estimated parameters vectors. All possible combining observation models are displayed by discussing whether transition matrices C and D are reversible or not in Table. 1.
In Table. 1, the observation models ASF (Analogous Single Frequency) can be formulized by
where c 1 Proof of Theorem 1: All observation models are exhibited in Table. 1.
The principal components are eliminated directly and only partial least square solution is existed in the clusters b, c, d. If parameters eliminate directly in PPP, the value of the parameters would be regarded as errors and absorbed into other parameters. It leads to positioning error. The observation models in the clusters b, c, d are infeasible.
The observation models in the cluster e are always rank defect and infeasible.
The observation models in the cluster g are ASF and its reversible combining observation models. The advantage of dual-frequency data can not be played in the cluster g, the observation models in the cluster g are not used for positioning solution in practice.
Only the clusters a, f and h are feasible in all dualfrequency observation models.
The basic observation models indicate UC, UofC, CIF, and OP. All feasible dual-frequency observation models comprise the basic observation models and their reversible combining observation models.
III. EQUIVALENCE AMONG OBSERVATION MODELS A. PRELIMINARIES
For an arbitrary observation model, the observation equations can be represented by the first-order Taylor expansion as follows.
where L is observation vector, X is estimated parameter vector, ε is observation noise vector, R is variance-covariance matrix of ε, and H is the design matrix in first-order Taylor expansion of L.
If an observation model is converted from another one by C and D, the design matrices H and H C satisfy the following relationship, which is evidenced in Appendix.
The equivalence among observation models can be determined by the equivalence among estimated parameters, which can be described by the following formula.
where X k C and X k are the solutions of two observation models in the epoch k, P k C , and P k are the variance-covariance of X k C and X k , respectively. Q indicates the variance-covariance matrix divided by variance of unit weight, namely, Q = (H T R −1 H ) −1 . It will be used in proof of equivalence.
In Kalman filter, by introducing the dynamic model of state vector and its variance covariance matrix, Kalman generalizes the method of least squares adjustment to a more general form. In the proof of equivalence, the Kalman filtering process needs to be considered. There are four steps for Kalman filtering process: the predicted values and its variance covariance matrix are updated, gain matrix is calculated, the estimated values and its variance covariance matrix are updated, and Kalman iterates until it converges.
For any two of observation models, it has
where and C are the state transition matrix in observation models, M and M C are the variance-covariance matrix of dynamic noise in observation models, respectively.
It can get relationships in the predicted values of parameters and predicted matrices of variance-covariance matrix between two observation models, respectively.
B. EQUIVALENCE CRITERIONS
If transition matrices C and D are reversible between the two observation models, the observation models are named as the reversible observation models. The two reversible observation models are equivalent in single epoch and multiepoch iteration [10] . So the key of equivalence theorems is to demonstrate whether the irreversible observation models are equivalent or not. In this section, the equivalence lemmas about the irreversible observation models are presented in premise of the following conditions.
where m and j are the number of observation vector in observation models, n and l are the number of parameter vector in observation models, respectively. E l is an identity matrix with dimension l.
For single epoch and multi-epoch iteration, the equivalence of observation models are demonstrated separately, because estimation methods are different. In single epoch, the observation equations for multiple satellites are incompatible, parameters are estimated by using weighted least squares adjustment.
Lemma 1: Any two of the irreversible observation models, which satisfy the equations (7) hold, are equivalent in single epoch.
Proof of Lemma 1: The observation equations can be represented by
It gets the below formula (9) according to eliminated observation equations system [11] .
where E L is an identity matrix with dimension L. When the equations (7) holds, the above formula (9) can be converted into the below formula (10) by
The weighted least square solution of observation equations L C can be estimated as
and
It derive the below formula (13) according to matrix inversion lemma [16] .
The variance of unit weight in L C is:
where
, and w is the number of the satellites.
The variance-covariance matrix of estimated parameters is [4] :
The lemma 1 is proved by using the equivalent estimated parameters.
For multi-epoch iteration, parameters are estimated by using Kalman filtering or sequential least squares adjustment. Xu and Xu [11] have proved that the two algorithms are equivalent. The Kalman filtering is chosen to estimate parameters. The equivalence among observation models is also proved by the equivalence among estimated parameters. Assuming the estimated parameters in two observation models are equivalent in an epoch, if the estimated parameters are still equivalent in the next epoch, it can get that the estimated parameters are equivalent during multi-epoch iteration. Namely, the observation models are equivalent during multiepoch iteration.
Lemma 2: Any two of the irreversible observation models, which satisfy the equations (7) hold, are unequivalent during multi-epoch iteration.
Proof of Lemma 2: It hypothesizes that the two observation models are equivalent. It can derive
According to the formula (14), it has
It gets the below formula (19) by using the formulae (6), (17) , (18) , and [11] .
where [16] . If the equation (19) holds, it can get:
D is row full rank at least, so DD + = E l [17] . It derives: J is reversible in the formula (19) , so it is full rank. But it contradicts with formula (21),which is not full rank. So the hypothesis is invalid, namely, the two observation models are unequivalent.
According to process of proof, the two lemmas are still valid in triple-frequency.
C. EQUIVALENCE ANALYSIS
UC, UofC, CIF, and OP reduce its dimensionality in sequence. Any two of them have irreversible transition matrices of observation vector and parameter vector. The Observation equations of the basic observation models UC, UofC, CIF, OP are illustrated in Table. 2. Meanwhile, the (ICF) . the relationships of these observation models are described in Fig. 1 .
Lemma 3: For any two of basic observation models, there is always an intermediate observation model, which is reversible with one of the two observation models and satisfies the equations (7) with the other one. The intermediate observation model still exit in the case of numerous satellites w.
Proof of Lemma 3: According to Fig. 1 , the lemma 3 holds for any two of the basic observation models.
And in the case of numerous satellites w, the observation equations are the Kronecker product of observation equations in one satellite and identity matrix with dimension w. According to the property of Kronecker product A ⊗ E w • B ⊗ E w = (A • B) ⊗ E w , the observation equations in numerous satellites w also satisfy the equations (7) . So the lemma 3 holds in the case of numerous satellites w. 
Proof of Theorem 2:
For any two of reversible observation models, the two observation models are equivalent [10] .
For any two of the basic observation models, according to lemma 1 and lemma 3, the two models are equivalent with the intermediate observation model. So any two of the basic observation models are equivalent.
According to theorem 1, any two of all feasible observation models are equivalent.
Theorem 3: For multi-epoch iteration, any two of the reversible dual-frequency observation models are equivalent, but any two of the irreversible dual-frequency observation models are unequivalent.
Proof of Theorem 3: For any two of reversible observation models, the two observation models are equivalent by simplifying Kalman filtering solution.
For any two of the basic observation models, according to lemma 2 and lemma 3, one model is equivalent with the intermediate observation model, the other one is unequivalent with the intermediate observation model. So any two of the basic observation models are unequivalent.
According to theorem 1, any two of irreversible observation models are unequivalent.
Although the basic observation models are unequivalent. the solutions of the basic observation models may be approximate under special conditions for multi-epoch iteration. The phenomenon will be illuminated detailedly in the next section.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY 1) PROCESSING STRATEGY
The self-developed MATLAB processing software based on Prototyping RTKLIB2.4.3 is used to perform Global Positioning System (GPS) globally distributed reference network experiment. For the sake of improving the accuracy and convergence time, some of the error corrections have been modified in terms of research literatures in dual-frequency PPP. All error corrections are illuminated in Table. 3.
At the same time, the estimated parameters have three coordinate components (XYZ ), receiver clock offset (dT ), tropospheric zenith wet path delay (Tw), product of wavelength and ambiguities N i (N 1 , N 2 or N IF ) or ionospheric delay (I 1 ) in PPP. Owing to guarantee equivalence among initial values of the models, the initial values and corresponding variancecovariance of XYZ and dT are least square solution in first epoch. The initial value of Tw is calculated by Hopfield model in first epoch, the corresponding variance-covariance is set to arbitrary value (0.25 in experiment). N 1 , N 2 , and I 1 are derived by undifferenced observation equations, the corresponding variance-covariance follow covariance propagation law [14] .
The roles of pseudorange and carrier phase are different on different stages of data processing. The ratio of pseudorange and carrier phase is piecewise, it is 15 in first 30 epochs and 150 in subsequent epochs [18] . And the variance of dynamic noise in ionosphere is 900m 2 /s 2 , the variance of dynamic noise in troposphere Zenith wet path delay is 10 −8 m 2 /s 2 , the variance of dynamic noise in ionosphere is 10 −6 m 2 /s 2 .
2) DATA STRATEGY
The verification used 24-h solutions in Day of Year (DOY) 100, 2018. There are 499 globally distributed reference stations at the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS), of which 358 stations have the week solution of coordinate in the file igs18P1996_all.ssc. In small scale experiment, three stations (NYA1, OHI3, and TSK2) were chosen according to longitude and latitude. In large scale experiment, the 200 stations were chosen randomly from the 358 globally distributed reference stations to verify the equivalence among observation models during multi-epoch iteration. The distribution of the globally distributed reference stations is displayed in Fig. 2 .
General settings adopted for the PPP validation are provided in Table. 4 , where the precise orbit and clock products have intervals of 15 min and 30 s, respectively.
To verify the equivalence among observation models in the actual PPP is to illustrate the correctness of theorems during multi-epoch iteration. Compared with the basic observation models, OP does not use carrier phase, it is unequivalent with the others. Therefore, the models in experiment include the VOLUME 7, 2019 basic observation models (UC, CIF, UofC) and a brief equivalent observation model of UofC (UofB) which is reversible with UofC. UofB is defined by formula (22) , and the noises in the first two observation equations are
B. SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
First the equivalence is verified in actual dual-frequency PPP with a small scale typical case including three GPS globally distributed reference stations, NYA1, OHI3, and TSK2. The positioning solutions are illustrated in Fig. 3-8 and Table. 5. In Fig. 4, Fig. 6 , and Fig. 8 , F-C indicates CIF and between the two models in an epoch at one station. The results show that the CIF, UofC, and UC are unequivalent, the positioning solutions have huge differences, especially in convergence time. UofB and UofC are equivalent, the biases, which are less than 10 −8 m, may be calculation errors. 
C. LARGE SCALE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
To verify generality of the theorems during multi-epoch iteration, the 200 globally distributed reference stations are used in the experiment. The number of stations is so many that it is unpractical to compare the positioning solutions among different observation models in each epoch at each station. The observation models (CIF, UC, UofB) all have a linear relationship with UofC. The distance biases between other observation models and UofC at each station are calculated in Fig. 9 , where F-C indicates CIF and UofC, U-C indicates UC and UofC, B-C indicates UofB and UofC. ρ Mod−C , which represents distance bias between an observation model (Mod) and UofC, is the root mean square of distance deviations between Mod and UofC for all epochs at each station. The difference of distance biases ρ Mod−C in different observation models at each station is quite extreme, it takes the common logarithms of the distance biases lg( ρ Mod−C ) to diagram the difference clearly in Fig. 9 .
Furthermore, coordinate biases between other observation models and UofC at each station are diagramed in Fig. 10-12 Fig. 10 . However, compared with distance bias between UofB and UofC, the other distance biases differ by the six orders of magnitude in Fig. 9 . And three coordinate biases between CIF/UC and UofC are beyond one order of magnitude in Fig. 11-12 . That is to say, the different coordinate accuracy and convergence time in different models are led mainly by unequivalence. Namely, the UC, UofC, and CIF are unequivalent, UofC and UofB are equivalent.
D. PHENOMENA ANALYSIS
In the experiments, there are four phenomena which are described and illustrated as follows. First, the biases of horizontal positioning component are less than the bias of the vertical component in Fig. 11-12 . It can be illustrated by Choy et al. who concluded the horizontal positioning component is more accurate than the vertical component based on numerous researches [9] , [21] - [27] .
Meanwhile, the experiment results show that the measurement noises in observation equations can not reflect the performance of observation model directly. For example, the noises in the first two observation equations of UofB are √ 2 times less than UofC's, but UofC and UofB are equivalent in experimentally and theoretically. Furthermore, the positioning solutions are approximate among UC, UofC, and CIF, although the basic observation models are unequivalent. The coordinate accuracy and convergence time are shown in Fig. 13 , respectively. Meanwhile, the means of coordinate accuracy and convergence time are exhibited in Table. 6, respectively. In Fig. 13 , and Table. 6, the differences of different observation models are not obvious. It conjectures that redundant observation equation becomes weak constraint. If the variance of dynamic noise in ionosphere is set to more than real value in many stations, the last observation equation in observation model IUC becomes weak constraint, the positioning solutions are approximate between UC and UofC. Meanwhile, if the ratio of pseudorange and carrier phase is more than real value in many stations, the last observation equation in observation model ICF becomes weak constraint and the Ionosphere-free carrier-phase becomes only powerful constraint, the positioning solutions are approximate between CIF and UofC.
Finally, the processing time of UC, UofC, and CIF are different, because the dimensionality and estimated parameters are different. Even though the positioning solutions may be approximate, the appropriate observation model should be chosen to ensure high processing performance on the premise of meeting the requirements of PPP. based on VC, the processing time is more, and the differences of processing time in different observation models are more obvious in the MATLAB processing software.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Choosing a appropriate observation model is critical prerequisite for positioning solution in PPP. It impacts the positioning performance. For choosing an appropriate observation model, all feasible combining observation models and the equivalence among the models should be known.
According to formulizing linear relationships between combining observation models and uncombined observation model, all feasible observation models are presented by analyzing all possible clusters. And then the equivalence among estimated parameters in all feasible observation models is demonstrated by corresponding theorems. Considering different estimation algorithms in single epoch and multi-epoch, the equivalence theorems in both cases are proposed and demonstrated respectively.
In single epoch, all feasible observation models are equivalent by using equivalently eliminated observation equations system and transformation formula. For multi-epoch iteration, the observation model and its reversible combining observation models are equivalent, but the observation model and its irreversible combining observation models are unequivalent according to matrix Schwartz inequality.
In the end, the GPS experiment with globally distributed reference stations is in DOY 100, 2018. The 200 stations were chosen randomly from the 358 stations which have the week solution of coordinate from 499 globally distributed reference stations at CDDIS. It verifies that UC, CIF, and UofC are unequivalent during multi-epoch iteration. Meanwhile, a misunderstanding that the measurement noises in observation equations directly reflect the convergence time of observation model is eliminated. Furthermore, if weighting ratio of pseudorange and carrier-phase, variance of ionospheric dynamic noise set reasonably, redundant observation equation becomes weak constraint, the positioning solutions of UC, CIF, and UofC can be approximate. Each observation model has a different solution and processing time, it should be chosen based on the requirement.
After this, performance differences in UC, CIF, and UofC can be explored, then application scenarios, where each observation model is appropriate, can be found. Furthermore, the theorems can be used to construct a new model in triplefrequency PPP which is used in modernised Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) constellations.
APPENDIX
If the other observation model is formulized by
Assuming that C and D are transition matrix between observation vectors and transition matrix between estimated parameter vectors, respectively. That is
where X Cr and X r are the true value of parameters in corresponding observation model. According to formulae (2), (23) and (24), it can get
For certain C, D, H , H C and arbitrary X r , the above equation (25) is always established. So it can derive
D is row full rank at least, so DD + = E l [17] . It derives:
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